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Ž .  4In this paper, we prove that for a function f z analytic in C R x g R: x G 1
Ž . Ž . < < < Ž . < Ž < < k .such that 1 y z f z “ 0 as z “ 1 and for large z , f z s o z for some k,
the Taylor coefficients a have the integral representationn
1 D f t‘ Ž .
a s dt n G k ,Ž .Hn nq12p i t1
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..qwhere D f t s lim f t q i« y f t y i« . This formula is shown to have« “ 0
various applications particularly in determining the behaviour of a as n “ ‘.n
Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Many problems in probability and combinatorics involve generating
functions from which we like to know as much as possible about the
coefficients that are being studied. The standard way of deducing informa-
tion about the coefficients is to find out where the generating function say
Ž .f z , has its singularities. Then, from the behaviour of f near the singulari-
Žties one can infer the behaviour of the coefficients a see, for exam-n
w x w x w x w x. Ž .ple 3 , 6 , 8 , 9 . If f z has only poles, then we have the formula
1 f z f zŽ . Ž .
a s dz s y residues of at the poles of f ,ÝHn nq1 nq1ž /2p i z zg
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Ž Ž . < < .subject to some growth condition on f z as z “ ‘ . In many cases
however, the functions involved do not have nicely behaved singularities
and we cannot expect a simple formula as above. In the case where f can
 4be analytically extended to the cut-plane C R x: x G 1 , we show that we
still have some formula for a but the sum becomes an integral. Thisn
integral representation can then be used for various purposes including
determining the asymptotic behaviour of the a . In Section 3, we give somen
examples from probability and combinatorics where this formula can be
applied.
ŽNotation. Throughout this paper we use the following conventions as
.x “ ‘ :
f x ; g x m lim f x rg x s 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
x“‘
f x s O g x m f x F Ag x for some A , and all large x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
f x s o g x m lim f x rg x s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
x“‘
 4 < Ž . < Ž < < k .Also, for f defined on C R x: x G 1 , we write f z s o z as z “ ‘
to mean
k< < < <;« ) 0, ’z such that ; z ) z z not real and G 1 f z - « z .Ž . Ž .0 0
We shall also need the notion of regular variation: A positive function f
w .defined on some neighbourhood A, ‘ of infinity is regularly ¤arying of
index s if it is measurable and for all l ) 0,
f l xŽ .
slim s l .
f xx“‘ Ž .
 4 Ž .Let f be analytic in the region C R x g R: x G 1 . Thus f z s
‘ n < <Ý a z which is valid for z - 1. We will assume that for x ) 1, thens0 n
limit
def
D f x s lim f x q i« y f x y i«Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
q«“0
Ž . Ž .exists. Also define for x ) 1, f x and f x to be the limitsq y
lim f x q i« s f x lim f x y i« s f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .q yq q«“0 «“0
Ž . Ž . Ž .whenever they exist. Thus, if these exist, we have D f x s f x y f x .q y
Note that we do not assume their existence. We say f is bounded along
Ž . < Ž . < Ž .1, ‘ if f z - A some A independent of « for every z in the setR , d
 < < 4x q iy: 1 q d F x F R, 0 - y F « , for any R, d , « ) 0.
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2. RESULTS
Our main result is the following:
 4 Ž .THEOREM 1. Let f be analytic in C R x: x G 1 bounded along 1, ‘ ,
< Ž . < Ž < < k . Ž . Ž . Ž .such that f z s o z for some k and that 1 y z f z “ 0 as z “ 1.
Ž .Suppose also that for x ) 1, D f x exists. Then for n G k, we ha¤e
‘1 D f tŽ .
a s dt.Hn nq12p i t1
Ž . Ž Ž . nq1.Proof. By Cauchy's Theorem, a s 1r2p i H f z rz dz, where gn g
can be taken to be the following positively-orientated contour: Choose
R ) d ) « ) 0. Let g s G j Gq j Gy j G withR « « d
iu < < "  4G s Re : u y p F p y h , G s t " i« : 1 q d 9 F t F R9 , 4R «
if < <G s 1 q d e : f y p F p y h9 , 4d
ih ih 9 2 2'where R9 q i« s Re and d 9 q i« s d e ; that is, R9 s R y « ,
2 2'd 9 s d y « and sin h s «rR, sin h9 s «rd . Thus
1 f z 1 f zŽ . Ž .
a s dz s q q q dz.H H H H Hn nq1 nq1ž /q y2p i 2p iz zg G G G GR « « d
We estimate each of these integrals in turn for large R, small d and small
< <« . First we take G . Note that for z g G , 1 y z s d .d d
1 f z f z 1Ž . Ž .
dz F d sup F sup 1 y z f zŽ . Ž .H nq1 nq1 nq12p i z zG 1 y dŽ .zgG zgGd d d
which tends to zero as d “ 0 independently of the way « “ 0. Next
1 f z 1Ž .
kyndz F sup f z s o RŽ . Ž .H nnq12p i RzG zgGR R
which tends to zero as R “ ‘ if n G k, independent of « . Consider the
remaining integrals over Gq and Gy as « “ 0.« «
1 f z 1 f zŽ . Ž .
dz q dzH Hnq1 nq1q y2p i 2p iz zG G« «
1 f t q i« f t y i«Ž . Ž .R9
s y dt.H nq1 nq12p i 1qd 9 t q i« t y i«Ž . Ž .
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The integrand equals
f t q i« y f t y i« 1 1Ž . Ž .
q f t q i« yŽ .nq1 nq1 nq1ž /t tt q i«Ž .
1 1
q f t y i« yŽ . nq1 nq1ž /t t y i«Ž .
D f tŽ .
“ pointwise, as « “ 0 for 1 q d F t F Rnq1t
since f is uniformly bounded in the region. Also, the integrand is domi-
nq1 < Ž . <nated by 2 Mrt , where M s sup f t q i« . The contributions1qd F t F R
from H1qd and HR tend to zero as « “ 0 by boundedness of f. So by1qd 9 R9
Lebesque's Dominated Convergence Theorem,
1 f z 1 D f tŽ . Ž .R
lim q dz s dt.H H Hnq1 nq1q ž /q y2p i 2p iz t«“0 G G 1qd« «
Thus, for n G k,
‘1 D f t 1 D f tŽ . Ž .R
a s lim dt s dtH Hn nq1 nq1q 2p i 2p it tR“‘ , d“0 1qd 1
since the contribution from G and G tend to 0 as d “ 0 and R “ ‘d R
independently of « , as desired.
Remark. Theorem 1 can be extended to the case when f has other
singularities outside the unit disc. Suppose that f is as before but has
Ž .other singularities, the nearest least in modulus being at z s z , where0
< < Ž < Ž . < Ž < < k ..z s b ) 1. This time we don't need a growth bound f z s o z .0
Then the same methods give
h1 D f t 1Ž .
a s dt q O for any 1 - h - b .Hn nnq1 ž /2p i ht1
In the proof we take R s h.
We are often interested in finding the asymptotic behaviour of the
coefficients a as n “ ‘ and from the above formula it can be seen thatn
the main contribution of the integral formula comes from near t s 1. Thus
Ž .the growth rate of a depends on how D f t behaves near t s 1. Then
w x w xfollowing lemma has been mentioned both in 1 and 5 but in both cases
has the proof been omitted:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž m.LEMMA 2. Let f : 1, ‘ “ 0, ‘ be such that f t s O t for t G 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .some m and let g t s f 1 q 1rt for t ) 0. If g is regularly ¤arying of
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index ys with s ) y1, then
‘ f t s !g xŽ . Ž .
dt ; as x “ ‘.H xt x1
Ž . ‘ Ž . xProof. Let p x s H f t rt dt. We have1
‘ ‘ ‘f t 1 f 1 q lrx 1 g xrlŽ . Ž . Ž .
p x s dt s dl s dl.Ž . H H Hx xxt x x1 q lrx 1 q lrxŽ . Ž .1 0 0
We find bounds for the RHS. Choose 0 - a - A - ‘. Then
‘1 g xrlŽ .
dlH xx 1 q lrxŽ .0
1 g xrl 1 g x lsŽ . Ž .A A
G dl ; dlH Hx xx x1 q lrx 1 q lrxŽ . Ž .a a
g x g xŽ . Ž .A A
s yx logŽ1qlr x . s ylqOŽ1r x .s l e dl s l e dlH Hx xa a
g xŽ . A
s yl; l e dl as x “ ‘.Hx a
Hence
xp xŽ . A
s yllim inf G l e dl for any A ) a ) 0.Hg xx“‘ Ž . a
Let a “ 0 and A “ ‘ to obtain
xp xŽ .
lim inf G s !.
g xx“‘ Ž .
Ž . Ž m.For an upper bound we proceed as follows: first, since f t s O t , we
have
‘ ‘f t 1 g xŽ . Ž .
my xdt s O t dt s O s o .H Hx xž / ž / ž /t x2 x2 2
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2 Ž . x x Ž . Ž . xHence we need only consider H f t rt dt s 1rxH g xrl r 1 q lrx dl.1 0
By regular variation of g, we know that
x « tŽ .ysg x s c x x exp dt ,Ž . Ž . H½ 5t1
Ž . Ž . Ž .where c x “ c ) 0 and « x “ 0 as x “ ‘. Let 0 - k F c x F K and
< Ž . <« x F « for x G 1. Then
g xrl K dtŽ . xrl
s sq«F l exp « s Krkl for 0 - l F x .Hg x k tŽ . x
Also for l F x,
x log 1 q lrx G x lrx y l2r2 x 2 s l 1 y lr2 x G lr2Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .yx yl r2so that 1 q lrx F e . Choose A ) 1 large. Then
x xg xrl KŽ .
sq« yl r2dl F l e dl F d A ,Ž .H Hx kg x 1 q lrxŽ . Ž .A A
Ž .where d A “ 0 as A “ ‘. Finally,
g xrlŽ .A A
s ysdl “ l e dl as x “ ‘.H Hx
g x 1 q lrxŽ . Ž .0 0
Since A is arbitrary we may let A “ ‘, so that
‘xp xŽ .
s yslim sup F l e dl s s !Hg xŽ . 0x“‘
from which the result follows.
3. APPLICATIONS
A simple illustration of this integral formula comes from the power
series for the function
yz 1
f z s sŽ . 2log 1 y z 1 q zr2 q z r3 q ???Ž .
2 ‘z z
ns 1 y y q ??? s 1 y a zÝ n2 12 ns1
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< <for z - 1. Since the first few a are positive, we may suspect that they aren
all positive. This is not trivial to show in an elementary sense. Theorem 1
Ž .gives an immediate answer to this and much more. The function f z has a
singularity at z s 1 and can be analytically extended to the whole of
 4 Ž iu .C R x: x G 1 , by defining log re s log r q iu for yp - u - p . Since
Ž . Ž . Ž .lim log 1 y t " i« s log t y 1 " ip for t ) 1, we have f t s« “ 0q "
Ž Ž . .ytr log t y 1 . ip . Hence, for t ) 1,
yt yt y2p it
D f t s y s .Ž . 2 2log t y 1 y ip log t y 1 q ipŽ . Ž . log t y 1 q pŽ .Ž .
Ž . Ž . < Ž . <Also 1 y z f z “ 0 as z “ 1, f is bounded except near 1, and f z s
Ž < <. < <o z as z “ ‘. Thus Theorem 1 gives, for n G 1,
‘ ‘1 D f t 1Ž .
a s y dt s dt.H Hn nq1 2n 22p i t1 1 t log t y 1 q pŽ .Ž .Ž .
Now it is immediatley obvious that a ) 0 for each n G 1, and thatn
k Ža ) a . Moreover, the kth difference D a Da s a y a ,ny1 n n n n ny1
kq1 Ž k ..D a s D D a satisfiesn n
k
‘ t y 1Ž .kkD a s y1 dt ,Ž . Hn 2n 21 t log t y 1 q pŽ .Ž .Ž .
Ž .k kso that y1 D a ) 0 for all n; i.e., a is completely monotonic. Also,n n
from Lemma 2 we can obtain the behaviour for large n thus
1
a ; as n “ ‘.n 2n log nŽ .
ŽŽ .2 2 . ŽThis is because 1r log t q p is slowly varying regularly varying of
.index 0 as t “ ‘. Without much difficulty we can obtain an asymptotic
Ž Ž .2 . ‘ Ž .ykseries 1rn log n Ý b log n , but we omit the details.ks0 k
Application to the Luria-Delbruck distributionÈ
Ž . Ž w xThe probability generating function of the LD m distribution see 7 ,
w x w x.10 , 11 is given by
‘
Ž .m 1yz rzn < <g z s p z s 1 y z z F 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n
ns0
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The aim here is to find the asymptotic behaviour of the probabilities p . Itn
w x w x 2was shown in 7 and 10 that p ; mrn as n “ ‘ and more accuraten
w xestimates were found in 11 using the singularity analysis of Flajolet and
w x Ž .Odlyzko 6 . As before, log 1 y z can be extended analytically to the
 w .4region C R x: x g 1, ‘ and
1 y z log 1 y zŽ . Ž .
< < < <s log 1 y z q o 1 s log z q O 1 as z “ ‘Ž . Ž . Ž .
z
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . . we have g z s exp m 1 y z log 1 y z rz is analytic in C R x: x g
w .4 < Ž . < Ž < < m. < < Ž .1, ‘ and g z s O z as z “ ‘. Also g z “ 1 as z “ 1 and
Ž . Ž .g x and g x both exist for x ) 1. Thusq y
m 1 y x y i«Ž .
g x s lim g x q i« s lim exp log 1 y x y i«Ž . Ž . Ž .q ½ 5q q x q i««“0 «“0
m 1 y xŽ .
s exp log x y 1 y ipŽ .Ž .½ 5x
Ž .m 1yx rx ip mŽ xy1.r xs x y 1 e .Ž .
Ž . Ž .mŽ1yx .r x yip mŽ xy1.r xSimilarly, we find g x s x y 1 e . The conditions ofy
Theorem 1 are satisfied and we obtain, for n ) m,
Ž .m 1yt rt
‘ ‘1 D g t 1 t y 1Ž . Ž .
p s dt s sin p m t y 1 rt dt. 4Ž .H Hn nq1 nq12p i pt t1 1
From the integral representation and Lemma 2 it follows immediately that
2 Ž .p ; mrn as n “ ‘ and it is straightforward albeit laborious to find ann
asymptotic expansion for p by expanding the numerator of the integrandn
Ž . Ž .in powers of t y 1 and log t y 1 .
w xAnother application comes from combinatorics. In a recent paper 2 ,
Bona showed that the total number s of 1342-avoiding n-permutations isÂ n
given by the generating function
‘ 32 z
nf z s s z s .Ž . Ý n 3r221 q 20 z y 8 z y 1 y 8 zŽ .ns0
It was stated that this series gives the upper bound s F 8n and thatnn
s “ 8 as n “ ‘. Much more accurate information can in fact be found' n
by using this generating function. First we must investigate the zeros of the
2 Ž .3r2denominator; that is, when is 1 q 20 z y 8 z y 1 y 8 z s 0? This
 < < 4function is analytic in the disc z - 1r8 and can be extended analytically
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iu iu r2' 'w .to the cut-plane C R 1r8, ‘ by taking re s r e , where yp - u -
p . Note that
3r2 3r22 21 q 20 z y 8 z q 1 y 8 z . 1 q 20 z y 8 z y 1 y 8 zŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2 32 2 3 4s 1 q 20 z y 8 z y 1 y 8 z s 64 z q 192 z q 192 z q 64 zŽ . Ž .
3s 64 z 1 q zŽ .
so the zeros can only occur when z s 0 or z s y1. When z s y1, we get
1 y 20 y 8 y 93r2 s y27 y 27 s y54 / 0. Also the simple root at 0 is
Ž .cancelled in the numerator by the 32 z. Hence, our original function f z
has no singularities other than the branch point at z s 1r8 inherited from
Ž .3r21 y 8 z and is uniformly bounded outside neighbourhoods of 1 and ‘.
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 Ž .3r2 . yn nLet g z s f zr8 s 32 zr 8 q 20 z y z y 8 1 y z s Ý s 8 zn
Ž .which has the branch point at z s 1. Note also that for t ) 1, both g tq
Ž .and g t exist and are given byy
32 t
g t s lim g t " i« sŽ . Ž ." 3r22q«“0 8 q 20 t y t . 8 i t y 1Ž .
' 'because 1 y t " i« “ "i t y 1 as « “ 0 through positive values. Hence
3r232 t 2.8i t y 1Ž .Ž .
D g t s g t y g t sŽ . Ž . Ž .q y 2 328 q 20 t y t q 64 t y 1Ž . Ž .
3r2512 i t y 1Ž .
s .3t q 8Ž .
< < < Ž . <As z “ ‘, f z “ 0 and Theorem 1 can be applied for n G 0. Thus we
have
3r2 3r2n n
‘ ‘8 512 i t y 1 8 512 t y 1Ž . Ž .
s s dt s dt.H Hn 3 3nq1 nq12p i 2p1 1t t q 8 t t q 8Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .3r2 Ž .3To find the asymptotic behaviour, let h t s 512 t y 1 rt t q 8 and
Ž .consider h 1 q 1rt as t “ ‘.
512 ty3r2 512
y3r2h 1 q 1rt s ; tŽ . 3 7291 q 1rt 9 q 1rtŽ . Ž .
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which is regularly varying of index ys s y3r2. Thus s s 3r2 ) y1 and
Lemma 2 may be applied. We obtain
8n 512 64 8n
y3r2y1s ; ? 3r2 ! n ; as n “ ‘.Ž .n 5r2'2p 729 n243 p
It is also straightforward to obtain an asymptotic series for s using thisn
integral representation. We omit the details.
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